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1. What are Foundation 
Models?



The name «Foundation 
Model»
• Popularized in a 2021 paper from 

Stanford as they launched CRFM

• Some controversy – not everyone
agrees this is a good name

• Other names for the same: Large 
(Language) Model (LLM), Large Pre-
Trained Model



Definition

”A foundation model is any model that is trained on broad data 
(generally using self-supervision at scale) that can be adapted (e.g., 
fine-tuned) to a wide range of downstream tasks; current examples 
include BERT [Devlin et al. 2019], GPT-3 [Brown et al. 2020], and CLIP 
[Radford et al. 2021]”



Common Features of FMs

• Trained using unsupervised or 
self-supervised learning

• Deep Neural Network model with
very many parameters

• Intended to be a «foundation», 
that doesn’t solve a particular
task, but where more fine-tuning
can give desired specialized
abilities



Self-supervised Learning

• Ideally, we would train our FM in a supervised manner

• But we need huge amounts of data. Cannot afford that many labels

• Self-supervised Learning: Get the labels from the data itself.



Self-supervised Learning - Examples

Text: Given a long text sequence as input – predict the most likely 
next word

Images: Given a part of an image, predict what is in another part

Video: Given 5 seconds of video, predict the next frame



Fine-tuning

Som et lite eksperiment ga jeg en i NORA 
– The Norwegian Artificial Intelligence
Research Consortium tillatelse til å laste 
meg inn i en slik AI-algoritme. Det heter 
"fine tuning". Så nå har vi et program som 
forstår hvem Klas Pettersen er, og som kan 
gjenskape meg i hvilken som helst 
situasjon. Jeg vet ikke om det var så lurt ...

Source: Klas Pettersen, Twitter

https://www.linkedin.com/company/nora-%E2%80%93-the-norwegian-artificial-intelligence-research-consortium/


Why can FMs be Useful for 
Robotics/ Reinforcement 

Learning?





What the Agents were Trying to Learn



The Point: This is a Very Complex Task

• Requiring very many actions to be taken in the right order

• Learned directly from observing videos of gameplay

• Perhaps the most complex task I’ve ever seen an RL agent learn?



The Idea: Learn a Foundation Model of Basic 
Minecraft Behaviors
• YouTube is full of Minecraft videos. We can learn about how the

Minecraft world works from them

• Problem: This is unlabelled data. Not too useful since we can’t learn
how to act from it.
• That is, we don’t know what button the player pressed. So we can’t learn

relationship between actions (button presses) and outcomes.

• Solution: A form of semi-supervised learning, using large amounts of
unlabelled and small amount of expensive labelled data.





So, the Foundation Model is Ready – What
can it do?

• This is as expected. The FM is a foundation – it can
do perfrom many basic Minecraft behaviors.

• But as other FM’s, it uses fine-tuning to learn more 
complex behaviors

• Training time: 9 days on 720 V100 GPUs
• Luckily, you only train an FM once – and fine-tuning is 

much faster.



The FM Learned Many of the Skills Present in 
the Training Data



How to Fine-Tune? Option 1: More contractor
data
• OpenAI asked human contractors to play some more (10 min per 

person), but this time with a very specific goal: Build a house

• Fine-tuning the FM with this data allowed it to learn more complex
behaviors



How to Fine-Tune? Option 2: Reinforcement
Learning
• The FM is a great starting-point for Reinforcement Learning

• Typically, RL starts with randomly exploring the possible actions
• Minecraft is so complex that randomly exploring will not get you far

• The FM instead «knows» how to behave in Minecraft – so we can
explore only the behaviors that make a certain sense.

• How do we reach a certain behavior? Give a reward for reaching it.

• Here: Reward all steps on the way to the diamond pickaxe



• Result: After training with RL, 2.5% of runs are able to make the
diamond pickaxe

• May sound low, but this was the first time an AI model achieved this
• For a human it takes 20 minutes and 24.000+ actions!!

• 6 days on 80 GPUs! A lot, but far less than the FM training.



The Importance of the FM



Towards Foundation Models for Robots

https://sites.google.com/view/ptr-robotlearning
Aviral Kumar*, Anikait Singh*, Frederik Ebert*, Yanlai Yang, Chelsea Finn, Sergey Levine

https://sites.google.com/view/ptr-robotlearning


The person who has perhaps thought most 
about FM’s for robots



Perhaps the person who has thought most 
about FM’s for robots



Some things we want in a Robotic Foundation 
Model

Source: Sergey Levine

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lDS4j9v1Os&ab_channel=RAIL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lDS4j9v1Os&ab_channel=RAIL




How the data was collected











Conclusion

• Foundation Models for robotics are beginning to show some potential

• Still lots of work to be done, especially to generalize across robots

• I think FMs are promising, as they allow also labs without huge 
amounts of GPUs or lab assistants to work with SOA models:
• Big labs build the FM or collect the data, puts it on online

• Others can use it, fine-tune it to their specific tasks.

https://sites.google.com/view/bridgedata

